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' EVENT

i

| On January 6, 1987, while unit 4 was at 100% power, a reactor trip
occurred. During the performance of operating surveillance procedure
(OSP) 4-0SP-059.4, Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation Analog Channel
Operational Test, the acceptance criteria for the delta-flux input to
the over power delta temperature (0PDT) and over temperature delta

| temperature (OTDT) setpoints was not met for the nuclear power range
I instrumentation channel N-42. N-42 was declared out of service and the

associated bistables for the reactor protection channel II were tripped.'

Later on that day a 40 msee spike was received on channel III OTDT and
| OPDT which completed the 2 out of 3 channels tripped logic for the OTDT
! and OPDT reactor trip signals and a reactor trip occurred. The cause

of the momentary spike was first attributed to a cracked test jack.
After the unit was returned to power operation, additional spiking on

I
channel III was observed. Further investigation discovered that the

I isolation amplifier for the lower flux to f(delta-q) on power range

| channel N-43, was experiencing intermittent failures. The isolation
| amplifier was replaced. A post trip review was completed which

verified that the plant response to this event was as expected for a
reactor of this type.
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EVENT

On January 6, 1987, while unit 4 was at 100% power, a reactor trip occurred. At 1030, during
the performance of operating surveillance procedure (OSP) 4-OSP-059.4, Power Range Nuclear
Instrumentation Analog Channel Operational Test, the acceptance criteria for the delta-flux
input to the over power delta temperature (OPDT) and over temperature delta temperature (OTDT)
setpoints was not met for the nuclear power range instrumentation channel N-42. N-42 was
declared out of service and the associated bistables for reactor protection channel II
were tripped. At 1232, a 40 msee spike was received on nuclear power range channel III OTDT
cnd OPDT which completed the 2 out of 3 channels tripped logic for the OTDT and OPDT reactor
trip signals anc a reactor trip occurred.

After the reactor trip occurred emergency operating procedure (EOP) 4-EOP-E-0 , Reactor Trip
or Safety Injection was entered. The shift technical advisor performed a critical safety
function status tree evaluation at 1241 which showed that the parameters monitored
(suberiticality, core cooling, heat sink, integrity, containment, and inventory) were
indicating as expected. The unit was subsequently stabilized at hot standby (mode 3).

After the reactor trip steam generator (SG) levels decreased to the low - low level setpoint
which resulted in a automatic start of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system.The A and B AFW
pumps started and began delivering flow to the SGs. AFW train 2 was secured at 1245 and AFW
train I was secured at 1250. At 1255 the B standby steam generator feedwater pump was
started and began to deliver flow to the SGs. At the time of the reactor trip, the C AFW
pump was out of service for maintenance. TS 3.8.4.b requires two (2) independent AFW trains
and a third AFW pump to be operable whenever both units are above hot shutdown. The C AFW
pump being out of service exceeded the requirements of TS 3.8.4.b thus requiring a unit
shutdown per TS 3.0.1. The C AFW pump had been declared out of service earlier that day
during the performance of 3-0SP-075.1, Auxiliary Feedwater Train 1 Operability Verification,
because the pump had experienced an electronic overspeed trip during the shutdown sequence.
The electronic overspeed trip setpoint was checked and found to be within tolerance. Also a,

| check of the governor valve movement and its associated linkage to the governor revealed no
I binding or other operational problems. Based on the troubleshooting information, past AFW
| pump testing per Special Test 85-16 and discussions with the Reactor Control Operator, it was

concluded that the electrical overspeed trip experienced was most probably the result of
! reducing the AFW flow too rapidly. By closing the AFW flow control valves quickly and

| removing the load from the turbine faster than the governor can respond, the turbine increases
in speed to the electrical overspeed trip setpoint and trips the Trip and throttle valve. At
1635, 0-OSP-075.9, AFW Overspeed Test, was commenced for the C AFW pump and the pump
satisfactorily passed the test at 1717. The C pump was declared operable.

CAUSE OF EVENT:

I

| Troubleshooting was performed to determine the source of the spike on the instrument
channels. Sources considered were nuclear power channel III, T-ave and Delta-T (DT) circuits.,

The results of the troubleshooting revealed one cracked and loose test point, some connector
plugs that appeared to be slightly loose, and a number of loose test points. The
connector plugs were mechanically agitated and produced no observable affect on DT, T-ave, or
the OPDT and OTDT setpoints. The cracked test point was moved until the conductor touched,
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the instrument case. This caused spiking on T-ave, and both OPDT and OTDT setpoints. The
broken test jack was on TM-4-432F. Additional loose jacks were found on NM-4-432G,
TM-4-432F, TM-4-432G, TM-4-432E, NM-4-432D, TM-4-432D and TC-4-432B input #2 was very loose
end caused spiking on T-ave, OPSP and OTSP when moved with one finger. No other test jacks
could be moved such that spiking occurred.
After the unit was returned to service, spiking recurred on channel III. Racorders were
hooked up to the channel and the spiking was identified to be the result of an intermittent
failure in the isolation amplifier for the lower flux to f(delta q) on power range channel
N-43.

ANALYSIS OF EVENT:

A post trip review was performed to assess the proper operation of safety related equipment.
The AFW system started and performed as designed, even though the C AFW pump was out of
s3rvice. Subsequent testing of the C AFW pump showed that the pump was operable and the pump
w:s returned to service. The post trip review established that upon receipt of the actuating
signal for the reactor trip that the safety systems called upon performed as required. Minor
squipment problems were addressed prior to start up of the unit. The post trip review also
established that the transient behavior of pertinent plant parameters for the reactor coolant
system (RCS) and SGs responded as expected for a reactor trip of this type. Specifically,
tha RCS pressures and temperatures were determined to have followed an expected pattern based
on the conditions leading up to the transient. Based on the above, the health and safety of
tha public were not affected.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

1) The T-hot and T-cold resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) were disconnected
and resistance checks performed with satisfactorily results.

2) The summators used in the Hagar. system to develop the f(Delta q) function were considered
to be a likely source of spiking. This type of sununator had previously exhibited spiking
problems if the particular summator was susceptible to hign gain lockup. The high gain
sununators were checked to determine if a lockup problem existed. None were discovered.

3) The cracked test jack on TM-4-432F was replaced and TM-4-432F was recalibrated.

4) The loose test jacks that were found were tightened. In addition the test points in
Train I and Train II DT protection circuitry were checked for tightness. Three test points
in Train I were slightly loose, one test point in Train II was loose and one test point in
Train II was slightly cracked but tight. The loose test points were tightened and the cracked
test point was replaced. None of these additional test jacks were loose enough to move to
cause spiking.

5) The refueling periodic calibration procedures will be revised to include a final check
for cracked test points and loose connections.

6) M event response team (ERT) was formed following the guidelines of administrative
procedure (AP) 0-ADM-011, Short Notice Outage Work (SNOW) Response Organization, to review
the sequence of events to determine root cause and possible corrective actions. Among the
items done was a review of the equipment out of service log to identify items that needed to
be repaired prior to unit start up.
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7) A post trip reviev was completed which verified that the plant response to this event was
as expected for a reactor trip of this type. Following completion of the reviews of this
event and performance of necessary maintenance and testing, the unit was returned to service
at 0416 on January 10, 1987.

8) The isolation amplifier for the lower flux input to f(delta-q) for power range channel
N-43 was replaced and satisfactorily tested.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS:

The power range detectors are Westinghouse uncompensated ion chambers. The reactor protection
system that the nuclear instrumentation system inputs to is supplied by Hagan Controls.
Similar occurrences: None
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Re: Reportable Event 87-01
Turkey Point Unit 4
Docket No. 50-251
Date of Event: January 6.1987
Reactor Trip Due to One Channel of OPDT and OTDT Reactor Trip
Channels Being Tripped and Receiving a Spike on Another Channel

The attached Licensee Event Report is being submitted pursuant to the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.73 to provide notification of the subject event.

Very truly yours,

-

C.O.W
F

/ Group Vice President
Nuclear Energy

COW /PLP/gp

Attachment

cc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator, Region 11, USNRC
Senior Resident inspector, USNRC, Turkey Point Plant
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